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I love this game and I definitly recomend it!. Though I do think this is a good game fundamentally it is flawed. The concept is
pretty cool. Here are my thoughts and make your own decision. 1. It should be more options for buildings, there are other
methods of green energy other than solar and wind, so that should be expanded upon (unless it occurs in later levels im still just
playing and going). 2. The Purification vs. Pollution mechanic needs to be elaborated on, trees are pretty crappy at removing
pollution and the pollution can accumulate really really fast! There should be options to eliminate it better. 3. Nice weather and
daytime mechanic for the green energy. But the night time lasts pretty long compared to day time so take that as you will. 4.
Pollution is difficult to control even on the easiest settings, this relates to #2 but still. There should be a gauge to allow the player
to see the balance between how you pollute vs how you repair the environment.. There's more strategy in some free to play,
browser-based "clicker" games out there. The music is chirpy and annoying for a game that requires long and considerate
attention in a gaming session. Mechanics are interesting albeit shallow, also trees cost money over time to own, which is not
intuitive and not obviously explained. There are 5 maps to play on, but you can plumb the depths of the gameplay on a play-
through on the easiest settings of the first map, then proceed to the hardest settings on the last (mars) map and touch on
everything there is to see while skipping the middle 3 maps. TL;DR Not a waste of time, but not really worth it either.. Your
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mission, should you choose to accept it, is to earn $1,000,000, while not destroying the world in the process. Build power plants
and manage your pollution levels; if your pollution levels get out of hand, sandworms and meteors will come to destroy your
hard work. There is no fast-forward, so all gameplay is real-time. This isn't so bad as most reviewers make it out to seem, as all
you have to do is build a power grid with sustainable pollution levels, and then let the simulation run. I managed to earn
$1,000,000 in about 40 minutes, so the amount of time you have to let the simulation run is trivial. Just turn it on in the
background and let the money pile up. I enjoyed this game. It's a casual simuation game, and you really don't have to worry
about enemies destroying your progress unless you build an unsustainable power gid.. sigh * - The price for this game should be
lowered to 99 cents, because this is a type of game where you would be willing to pay 99 cents or even 49 cents, not 4,99. --
Probably wants it's 100 dollar placement money back on STEAM, but 4,99 is too much! + This game is not THAT bad. The
goal is set, you have to earn 1,000,000 dollars. You can do it the polluting way, which causes troubles with nature and something
weird, but okaayyy. Or you do it with solar and wind energy, the yield of getting cash is very, very low and it takes an eternity to
get to that 1,000,000 dollars, but at least you are not polluting the lands. Like the system works. This game works like it
promises. Like you lay down pavements to prevent oil leakage and place down trees that purifies the land, you only have to do it
very quickly before that groundpenis takes it away again, which costs you a lot of money. + Graphical wise, looks good, little
animations, not too fancy. Like if you had trucks moving over the place would be interesting. - Sadly, not too technically and
building options are very limited. Which makes this game a little bit boring. Like you have a choice between; solar, wind, oil or
gas. But I miss a lot of features, like power distribution, waterpipes, cooling systems, but this game is too simplistic. I should not
have had high hopes. + Different types of difficulty modes, there are several pieces of land to choose from, even the moon (that
one is the hardest - I wonder why. guess I will never know, because I am not going to waste my time with doing something
which I know this is a pollution.) xD - Yes I use "." a lot when I got a 50/50 game here on which I am writing my personal
opinion about. Like, this game could be good, if it had more options and a lower price. But sorry, I cannot recommend this
game. If you want to play something similar like this, search for "reactor idle" and "factory idle" on the website from
Kongregate. They are free to play, have more to offer and are more fun. You will return for those games almost every day.. This
is an incredible game, very fun and great artwork. It's a great challenge, and would love to see an editor for custom buildings etc.
9/10 would play. I find it hilarious that people downvote the review just because its positiive. Get a life.. Tough game, a definite
challenge on harder levels!. Terrible. Go play Cookie Clicker instead.. To be honest I kind of feel cheated by this game. I
bought not sure what to expect and loaded it up thinking little building sim with cute graphics. When all I got was what was
essentially a one screen flash game I was more than just a little disappointed. I think this could best be summed up by an
impulse buy without doing the proper research and I hope to save other people from that impulse. If you're looking for what is
essentially a phone or flash game this game might tickle your fancy. If you're looking for any kind of depth or strategy.might
want to look elsewhere.. Very bad Idle game.
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